Pipe Cleaner Bunny
• 4 pipe cleaners
• small beads or
googly eyes

• Coils - you can

•

“And pray in the Spirit
on all occasions with
all kinds of prayers
and requests. With
this in mind, be alert
and always keep
praying for all the
Lord’s people.”
Ephesians 6:18

(optional)

Step 4

•

make this shape
by wrapping a
pipe cleaner
around a pencil.
Where else do you
see coils in
nature? Hint:
vines, snakes.
Spirals - you can
make this shape
by winding a pipe
cleaner around
itself so it makes
layers of circles. It
should look like a
snail’s shell.
Twists - you can
fasten two pipe
cleaners together
by twisting one
around the other.

1. Pick 2 pipe cleaners for your bunny’s body and
ears + feet. They can be diﬀerent colors or the
same color.
2. Make the body. Wrap a pipe cleaner around a
pencil or pen in tight circles. Squeeze it together to
tighten the coils. Slide it oﬀ the pencil.
3. Take another pipe cleaner and fold it in half. Take
the bended end and fold it down half way. The two
loops will be your bunny ears!
4. Push the two ends into the other coiled pipe
cleaner so they stick out the other end.
5. Tuck the two ends into the bottom of the coiled
pipe cleaner. Then bend them so they lie flat with
your work surface and prop the bunny upright.
These are your bunny’s feet.
6. Glue small beads or googly eyes onto the top of
the bunny’s body. Hold them down so they stick.
7. If you have a pom-pom ball, glue it onto the
bunny’s face as the nose. You can also cut oﬀ the
end of a pipe cleaner and bend it so it forms a
round shape.
8. Make the bunny’s carrot! Wrap half a pipe cleaner
around the tip of a pencil to make a coil with a
pointed end (use an orange pipe cleaner for this if
you can).
9. Make the leafy greens on top of the carrot. Cut oﬀ
a third of a (green) pipe cleaner. Make three folds
so it looks like 3 leaves. Stick the folded pipe
cleaner into the wide end of the carrot.
10. You’ve made a new fuzzy friend!

• pom-pom ball

Step 3

Good shapes to use
when building with
pipe cleaners:

• pencil or pen
• glue

You can do so much more with pipe cleaners than just making animals! You can also
use them to pray for other people. Take a straight pipe cleaner and bend it into a
letter. Then think of someone you know whose name starts with that letter. Spend a
few minutes praying for them. Then bend the pipe cleaner into another letter and pray
for someone else.
You can also take two pipe cleaners and twist them together. Use them to help you
pray for people who are lonely. Ask God to be with lonely people during this pandemic
who can’t see their families and friends.

